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Trouble Brewing
Why the Tim Hortons Takeover
is a Bad Deal for Canadians

Summary
On August 26, Tim Hortons and Burger King announced an agreement to
merge the two restaurant chains. If approved, the deal will put Burger King’s
Brazilian private equity owner, 3G Capital, in control of the merged company and install one 3G partner as board chair and another as CEO.1 To finance the acquisition, the combined company will take on C$13.7 billion in
debt and preferred equity2 in what amounts to the largest restaurant leveraged buyout in U.S. and Canadian history.3
As details emerge, it is becoming clear that the deal is troubling for our
country and for fans of Canada’s coffee chain. 3G Capital has a well-established post-takeover playbook of cost cutting and mass layoffs, and the billions in new debt will create enormous pressure for changes at Tim Hortons. Furthermore, the commitments 3G Capital has made to win support
for the transaction fall far short of what Tim Hortons stakeholders deserve.
3G Capital’s track record suggests that the takeover of Tim Hortons is likely
to have overwhelmingly negative consequences for Canadians, including:
• Mass layoffs: 3G Capital’s obsessive cost cutting has frequently resulted in mass layoffs at the companies it acquires. Hundreds of Canadian workers at Heinz and Labatt plants have lost their jobs in re-
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cent years after takeovers by 3G Capital and its founders. Just this
year, 3G Capital oversaw the closing of a Heinz plant in Leamington,
Ontario, costing 740 jobs.4 If 3G Capital follows its pattern, hundreds
of Tim Hortons jobs in Canada could be eliminated. Under one estimate, the number of layoffs of Tim Hortons corporate employees
could reach over 700.
• Squeeze on small-business people: Most Tim Hortons franchisees are
small-business people, with the average owner operating just three
or four stores.5 3G Capital has shifted substantial cost and risk onto
Burger King franchisees and entered into preferential deals with large
master franchisees. If 3G Capital applies this model to Tim Hortons,
it could mean cuts in investment and services for franchisees and
downward pressure on employment.
• Corporate tax losses: As was the case with 3G Capital’s past deals,
the large amount of debt involved in the takeover will have significant negative tax consequences. The takeover has the ability to reduce Tim Hortons’ annual Canadian taxes by between C$71 and
C$133 million, or between C$355 and C$667 million in the first five
years. Based on past performance, 3G Capital is also likely to pursue other tax avoidance strategies that could have an effect on Tim
Hortons’ effective tax rate.
• Worse products, higher prices: When 3G’s founders purchased the
Budweiser and Beck’s brands, among others, consumers noticed
lower quality and higher prices. If 3G Capital follows a similar model
at Tim Hortons, Canadians will end up paying more for lower quality donuts and coffee.
The deal’s potential benefits are insufficient to counter the likely negative impacts. Few Burger King jobs, if any, will migrate to Canada given that
Burger King’s headquarters will remain in Miami.6 And the purported advantage of the deal for Canada — that it will help Tim Hortons expand globally,
leading to economic gains in Canada — does not hold up in light of 3G Capital’s record. 3G Capital has said it plans to grow Tim Hortons globally using
the same model it has used at Burger King: partner with wealthy foreign investors that have the resources to quickly open a large number of locations.
Burger King relies on these large foreign partners to operate the restaurants,
set up supply chains, and support smaller franchisees. None of these func-
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tions has created significant jobs at Burger King’s U.S. headquarters, where
headcount has shrunk by 50 percent since the 3G Capital takeover.
Burger King’s acquisition of Tim Hortons must create a “net benefit” for
Canada in order to win approval under the Investment Canada Act.7 Tim Hortons is already a successful business which does not need to be rescued,
and Burger King’s owners have disclosed few benefits to Canada. Furthermore, the commitments 3G Capital has offered to date will do little to limit
the potential negative impacts outlined in this report. 3G Capital has stated that it will agree to make “enhanced and/or additional commitments”
of up to C$140 million per year in order to win approval for the takeover,8
and the government must demand a better deal for Canada if it is to consider approval. Additional conditions should include an enforceable commitment from 3G Capital to preserve all Tim Hortons jobs in Canada and to
eschew the practices outlined in this report that will harm small-business
people, Canadian taxpayers, and consumers.

Painful Changes Ahead for Tim Hortons
Tim Hortons executives have stated that “business as usual” will continue
after the merger,9 but 3G Capital’s track record, along with the massive new
financial obligations planned as part of the deal, undermine this claim. 3G
Capital and current Tim Hortons management are already disagreeing publicly about the extent of change that is likely to occur at Tim Hortons: 3G
Managing Director Alexandre Behring stated, “[T]here are significant opportunities to achieve meaningful synergies through the transaction.” Tim
Hortons CEO Marc Caira countered, “[T]his transaction is not about synergies” in response to multiple analyst questions.10 After gaining control of
Tim Hortons, 3G Capital is likely to pursue those synergies with the aggressive cost cutting for which it is infamous.

3G Capital’s Takeover Playbook
Private equity firm 3G Capital was founded by Brazilians Jorge Paulo Lemann, Marcel Herrmann Telles, and Carlos Alberto Sicupira in 2004. The 3G
founders made their fortunes in Brazil’s banking, retail, and beer sectors11
and now control an enormous empire of multinational consumer brands
with revenues of C$68.0 billion in 2013.12 In addition to Burger King,13 the
3G founders also jointly control Heinz,14 Anheuser-Busch InBev,15 and three
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prominent Brazilian companies, Lojas Americanas,16 Sao Carlos,17 and B2W
Digital.18
Described by Morningstar analyst Ann Gilpin as “ruthless” and composed of “machete-wielding investment bankers,” 3G Capital depends on
extracting as much cash as possible from acquired companies to achieve
its goals.19 3G’s founders regularly employ mass layoffs, plant closures, and
asset disposals and are renowned for taking cost cutting to extremes. For example, after 3G Capital acquired Heinz, employees were restricted to spending US$15 a month on office supplies and were told they could not use minirefrigerators to save on electricity.20

C$13.7 Billion in Debt and Preferred Equity
Will Put New Pressure on Tim Hortons
The Burger King-Tim Hortons merger, which is being financed with C$10.4
billion in debt along with C$3.3 billion in preferred equity from Warren Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway,21 will be the largest restaurant leveraged buyout
in U.S. and Canadian history.22 This new burden led S&P to rate as junk the
debt of the proposed new parent company23 and will, according to Macleans,
“loom over every operating decision Tim’s makes, thrusting the coffee chain
into uncharted territory where it must answer to a cutthroat private investment ﬁrm in faraway Brazil that never saw a cost it couldn’t synergize.”24
These new obligations will put pressure on Tim Hortons to cut costs, reduce investments, and squeeze more from its franchisees. To put the impact
of the debt and preferred equity in perspective, each Tim Hortons restaurant
currently supports debt and preferred equity of approximately C$218,900
and annual per-restaurant interest and preferred dividend payments of
C$8,700. If the deal is closed, per store debt and preferred equity will more
than double to C$706,500 and the per-store interest and preferred dividend
burden will more than quadruple to C$44,600 (see Figure 1).

Tim Hortons Distribution and Manufacturing Capacity at Risk
Although Tim Hortons, like Burger King, is largely franchised, the company
also operates extensive distribution and manufacturing businesses. But
continuing to own and operate these assets runs counter to Burger King’s
streamlined, royalty payment-focused model, in which 3G Capital takes little responsibility for actually producing, shipping, or selling food. As Burger King CEO and 3G Capital partner Daniel Schwartz has said, “We are the
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Figure 1 Per-Store Long-Term Debt and Preferred Equity, Tim Hortons vs. Combined Company (in $C)25
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only really pure play or purely franchise and real estate business. Some of
our peers, they have supply chain, they have distribution businesses. But
we are really evolving to a purely franchise and real estate business.”26
Activist investors unsuccessfully pushed Tim Hortons to sell off its distribution system in 2013.27 Rather than invest in growing the system, multiple
investment analysts suggest 3G Capital might well revisit the asset disposal
idea after the dust settles from the acquisition.28 On the merger announcement conference call, three different analysts asked 3G Capital, Burger King,
and Tim Hortons executives about their plans for the distribution system.
One asked point blank if management is “committed to owning that distribution?” No executive made any commitment to retain or invest in the network, other than the essentially meaningless statement, “at this point in
time, kind of business as usual” for the distribution system.29

Impact on Workers: Mass Layoffs
3G Capital and its founders typically undertake mass layoffs when they take
over a company. Based on its track record at Burger King, 3G Capital could
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Table 1 Number of Layoffs Within One Year of Takeover
Acquisition

# of Headquarters Jobs Cut

% of Headquarters Jobs Cut

# of Total Jobs Cut

% of Total Jobs Cut

Heinz (2013)30

350

33%

4,750

15%

Burger King (2010)31

261

50%

650

44%

1,300

28%

1,650

6%

Brahma (1989)33

Not available

Not available

2,500

10%

Lojas Americanas (1982)34

Not available

Not available

6,500

40%

Anheuser-Busch (2008)32

Note Burger King’s total job cut figures do not include company-owned restaurant jobs in order to exclude the effect of decreases in restaurant employment due to the sale of
stores to franchisees.

cut 714 Tim Hortons jobs at corporate offices, manufacturing facilities, and
distribution centres in Canada.

A 30 Year History of Slash and Burn
Dating back to their first takeover of Brazilian retailer Lojas Americanas in
1982, 3G’s founders have fired thousands of workers at the companies they
acquired. Table 1 illustrates the drastic job cuts that the 3G founders have
implemented just in the first year after each of their past deals.
3G Capital’s downsizing practices extend past the first year, as well. For
example, only 13 of 23 Brahma plants remain in operation, and the company’s Brazilian workforce has been cut from 23,000 to 9,000, a decline of
61 percent.35 And, in 2010, 3G’s founders oversaw a new round of AnheuserBusch InBev layoffs, with 800 jobs cut across Europe, or 10 percent of the
Western European workforce.36
3G Capital’s job cuts have already affected Canada. This year 3G Capital
closed a Heinz plant in Leamington, Ontario, axing 740 employees,37 and
last year 600 Heinz office staff in the U.S. and Canada lost their jobs.38 In
2010, the 3G founders also oversaw the closing of a Labatt plant in Hamilton, Ontario, leading to 143 layoffs.39

Estimated Layoffs at Tim Hortons Corporate in Canada
Tim Hortons is the largest fast food employer in Canada,40 and jobs across
the system could be affected post-merger. 3G Capital will have the most direct impact on the nearly 2,000 Tim Hortons corporate employees in Can-
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Table 2 Current Employment at Tim Hortons Corporate-Owned Locations in Canada
Jobs in Canada43
Oakville, Ontario Headquarters

700

Canadian Coffee Roasting Facility, Hamilton, Ontario

50

Fondant and Fills Facility, Oakville, Ontario

50

Distribution Facilities and Regional Offices in Guelph, Ontario; Calgary, Alberta; Debert, Nova Scotia;
Langley, British Columbia; Kingston, Ontario; Vaudreuil Dorion, Quebec; Lachine, Quebec
Total Non-Restaurant

823
1,623

14 Company-Owned Restaurants in Canada

359

Total

1,982

Table 3 Estimated Tim Hortons Post-Merger Corporate Layoffs in Canada44
Pre-Merger Jobs

Layoffs Under Burger King Scenario

Headquarters

700

350

Other Non-Restaurant

923

364

Total Non-Restaurant

1,623

714

Note Layoffs under Burger King scenario are equlvalent to 50% of HQ jobs, 39.4% of other non-restaurant jobs, and 44% of total non-restaurant jobs.

ada,41 who work at company headquarters, manufacturing facilities, distribution centres, regional offices, and company-owned restaurants (see Table 2).
If 3G Capital’s recent, comparable takeover of Burger King is used as a
model, there will be 714 layoffs of Tim Hortons corporate employees in Canada. Forty-four percent of total non-restaurant jobs will be cut, including
half of Tim Hortons headquarters staff (see Table 3). If 3G Capital chooses
to completely sell off Tim Hortons’ manufacturing or distribution facilities,
the numbers could climb even higher.
The 100,000 Canadians who work for Tim Hortons franchisees42 could
also be affected by the merger, especially if smaller franchisees are squeezed
by cost cutting decisions (see Impact on Small-Business People: Higher
Costs and More Risk).

3G Capital’s Misleading Commitments Protect Few Jobs
3G has committed to maintaining the Tim Hortons headquarters in Canada.45 In addition, in announcing the merger, 3G Capital’s Managing Director Alexandre Behring committed that “there will be no changes to restau-
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rant level employment” at Tim Hortons.46 These commitments are grossly
inadequate, especially given 3G Capital’s track record.
Because the chain is almost fully franchised, 3G Capital’s commitment
to maintaining restaurant level employment only covers workers at Tim Hortons’ 16 company-owned restaurants (14 in Canada) and not the 4,154 restaurants run by franchisees (3,440 in Canada).47 Furthermore, 3G Capital’s
commitment to maintain a headquarters in Canada is not accompanied by
a commitment to maintain its current employment level nor does it preclude mass layoffs. The commitments are also notably silent on the fate of
jobs at Tim Hortons’ other offices, distribution centres, and manufacturing
facilities in Canada.48 As one investment expert close to Tim Hortons stated, “There may not be cuts at the store level, but are there going to be cuts
at virtually every other level? Yes.”49
Without guarantees of continued employment for Canadians, the 3G
Capital takeover of Tim Hortons will likely result in job losses in Canada.
The federal government could employ the Investment Canada Act approval process to negotiate continued employment for all Canadians as a condition of the merger.

Impact on Small-Business People:
Higher Costs and More Risk
Most Tim Hortons franchisees are small business owners who operate, on
average, three or four stores.50 Franchisees depend on Tim Hortons for a
wide range of services and supplies, from donuts to real estate, meaning that
changes in the chain’s strategy could have a major impact on their stores’
profitability and level of employment. 3G Capital’s record at Burger King is
not encouraging, and some Tim Hortons franchisees have already expressed
concerns that they will be pressured to turn over more of their earnings to
corporate headquarters in order to pay down the billions of debt that accompanies this deal.51 Further, 3G Capital has demonstrated a preference
for partnering with larger, wealthier “master franchisees,” who could overshadow the needs of the current small operators in the Tim Hortons system.

Burger King Slashes Support for Franchisees
After its acquisition of Burger King in 2010, 3G Capital began cutting costs
in order to pay down debt,52 including by shifting costs to franchisees and
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Figure 2 Capital Expenditures Per Owned or Leased Store, FY 2011–13 (in C$)55
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by reducing services and investment that supported franchisees. These cuts
included:
• Cuts in local advertising: Burger King recently ended its matching
of franchisees’ local advertising costs dollar for dollar. Burger King
North America President Alex Macedo said that the chain would only
“spend its media dollars in ‘a few high-impact areas,’” which does
nothing for franchisees outside those areas.53
• Reduced capital expenditures: While Burger King has sold almost
all of its corporate restaurants to franchisees, executives emphasize
that it still owns or controls the real estate for more than 2,000 locations.54 While retaining control of the real estate, Burger King has
drastically reduced capital investment in its stores. From fiscal year
2011 to 2013, Burger King capital expenditures per owned or leased
store plummeted from C$31,000 to C$6,500, a 79 percent decline.
During the same period, Tim Hortons took the opposite approach,
increasing its investment by 34 percent, from C$43,100 to C$57,800
per owned or leased store (see Figure 2). With the combined com-
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Figure 3 SG&A Expenses Per Store, FY 2008–13 (in C$)58
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Note Burger King changed the definition of its fiscal year in 2010 so there is a gap in the data for the latter half of 2009.

pany likely to pull back its support for stores, franchisees may feel
pressure to make up the difference out of their own pockets.
• Cuts in the expense category that includes franchisee support: Burger King has also trumpeted its reduction in “Selling, General & Administrative Expenses” (SG&A), which includes support for franchisees.56 While Tim Hortons’ SG&A remained relatively flat from fiscal
year 2008 to 2013, Burger King cut its SG&A by 61 percent over the
same period, from C$42,900 to C$16,800 (see Figure 3). These cuts
have impacted franchisees in numerous ways, including the elimination of positions whose titles suggest a role in supporting franchisees, such as a franchise development specialist, franchise business
leaders, and field marketing managers. These positions were cut as
a part of the massive layoffs 3G Capital implemented following the
Burger King takeover.57
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Preferential Treatment of Larger Franchisees
Burger King has also disadvantaged smaller franchisees by giving special
privileges to larger franchisees in the United States and Canada, thereby
“edging out traditional single-location owners and handing too much control of a chain to a few big players.”59
In the United States, Burger King has elevated Carrols Corporation, its
largest U.S. franchisee, to dominance over a large swath of the market. Burger King gave Carrols the right of first refusal on both new and existing Burger King stores in 20 states, limiting the ability of small franchisees to grow
in those states. In 2012, Burger King sold 278 corporate stores to Carrols and
took an equity stake in the company.60
The master franchise model is not limited to the United States. In Canada, Burger King awarded a master franchise for the entire country in 2013
to Quebec-based Redberry Investments Corp., which now controls some 300
Burger King stores.61 While most new franchisees in the U.S. and Canada pay
4.5 percent in royalties, Redberry pays a lower rate of 3 percent. Royalties
paid by Canadian sub-franchisees are shared between Redberry and Burger
King.62 In addition, in just the four years since 3G Capital took control, Burger King has entered into master franchise agreements in numerous other
countries, including Brazil, China, South Africa, Russia, and South Korea.63

Tim Hortons Franchisees Worry They Will Be Squeezed
Tim Hortons franchisees are raising concerns that 3G Capital might seek to
recoup its investment and pay down debt by squeezing franchisee margins.
The Globe and Mail reported that some franchisees, who asked not to be
named for fear of repercussions, are “anxious that the deal will benefit the
new owner and shareholders at their expense.” Douglas Fisher, an industry consultant, agrees that franchisees have reason to worry, pointing out
that “Burger King — or 3G, really — is a strip-your-assets type of company…
[they] can ratchet up their costs to franchisees.”64
Specific concerns include the risk of being charged more for supplies
ranging from coffee to paper cups, and of franchisee rents and royalties increasing. “I feel we will be nickeled and dimed,” said one franchisee to The
Globe and Mail. Said another: “They’re saying all the right things… But at
the end of the day, this is all about money. It’s not about the franchisees.”65
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3G Capital’s Commitments Leave Substantial Room for Abuse
Both Burger King and Tim Hortons have tried to reassure franchisees, with
Burger King CEO Daniel Schwartz insisting that franchisees are one of Burger King’s “two most important constituents.”66 But 3G Capital’s actual commitments leave room for the merged company to make numerous changes
that would hurt Tim Hortons franchisees.
3G Capital’s headline promise to franchisees is to not increase Tim Hortons’ rent and royalty structure for five years following the close of the transaction.67 But the standard Tim Hortons franchise agreement is 10 years,68 so
the commitment offers no additional protection for many current franchisees facing renewal well after the five-year period expires.
Other commitments are either meaningless or lack credibility. For example, 3G Capital promises to “maintain the Company’s financial contribution policy [in support of franchisee renovations], in accordance with the
Company’s current practice and Strategic Plan,” but the Strategic Plan calls
for the financial contribution to be drastically reduced starting in 2015.69 3G
Capital also promises to maintain the “current level of staffing commitment
provided to the Company’s franchisee-facing operational organization” but
does not specify what services are included in the company’s “franchiseefacing operational organization” or whether this will include the services
that matter most to small business franchisees. Given 3G Capital’s track record of slashing capital investment and SG&A at Burger King, these commitments fall far short of providing security to franchisees.
Finally, 3G Capital doesn’t address two major issues at all: that it might
enter into preferential deals with larger franchisees or start charging franchisees more for supplies, either by raising prices itself or by selling the distribution system to a third party.
Without additional guarantees, 3G Capital may employ similar strategies to those used at Burger King. While enriching 3G Capital, these tactics
would likely result in increased costs and risk for Canadian small businesses and potential impacts to franchisee employment. 3G Capital could forestall these possibilities by making commitments to the federal government
to maintain current rents and royalties for at least the next ten years; sustain
existing levels of marketing contribution, capital investment, and specific
franchisee-facing services; limit price increases on supplies (including in
the event of a sale of distribution assets); and not introduce any new master franchisee or first-refusal rights in Canada for Tim Hortons restaurants.
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Impact on Taxpayers: More Corporate Tax Losses
While 3G Capital is promising to grow Tim Hortons internationally, the takeover is actually likely to shrink Tim Hortons’ contribution to the Canadian
tax base at home. The massive amount of debt undertaken in conjunction
with the transaction has the potential to reduce Tim Hortons’ annual Canadian taxes by between C$71 and C$133 million a year (46 to 87 percent respectively) subsequent to the acquisition. Over the first five years, the tax
loss to the Canadian treasury could be between C$355 and C$667 million.70
Additionally, based on its track record, 3G Capital is likely to pursue other
tax avoidance strategies that are as of yet undisclosed.

Debt Has Reduced Taxes in Previous 3G Capital Deals
At Burger King, 3G Capital loaded Burger King’s U.S. operation with a disproportionate share of the company’s global expenses to minimize U.S. taxable income, with debt playing a major role. After taking on significant debt
as a part of and subsequent to its acquisition by 3G Capital in 2010, Burger
King reported C$200 million a year or more in interest expense for the past
three years.71 Yet prior to the deal with 3G Capital, the company reported
only C$51.6 million in interest expense.72 Virtually all of the current debt is
held and guaranteed by U.S. corporations and reduces its U.S. earnings accordingly.73 The result in 2013 was a pre-tax profit margin of 21 percent on
U.S. revenues compared to 36 percent for foreign operations, a difference
driven almost entirely by interest expense.74
The impact of 3G Capital’s acquisition of Heinz was similar. The 2013 buyout tripled the company’s long-term debt and more than doubled its interest expense, resulting in a substantial loss from continuing operations and
the realization of over C$246.6 million in income tax benefits.75

Taxes Paid by Tim Hortons
Could Decline by More Than 50 Percent
Based on the amount of debt being assumed as part of the Tim Hortons takeover, the current Canadian taxes paid by Tim Hortons could drop by 46–87
percent, depending on where the company decides to take its interest deductions. Even before the preferred equity is factored in, the merged company is expected to have more than double the debt owed by Burger King
and Tim Hortons, taken together, prior to the transaction.76 Post-merger,
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Table 4 Projected Reductions in Tim Hortons Canadian Tax Liability
C$ MM

Pre-Merger (2013)

Post-Merger (Scenario 1)

Post-Merger (Scenario 2)

613.8

613.8

613.8

Tim Hortons Net Interest Expense in Canada79

35.5

301.0

537.8

Tim Hortons Earnings Before Taxes in Canada80

578.3

312.8

76.0

Total Canadian Tax Liability81

153.5

82.9

20.1

0

70.6 (46%)

133.4 (87%)

Tim Hortons Operating Income in Canada78

Annual Loss to Canadian Taxpayers (% Loss)82

the total annual net interest expense on all debt is projected to amount to
C$537.8 million.77
Table 4 provides two estimates of the impact the merger will have on
Canadian tax revenues. Scenario 1 assumes that the combined company
first maximizes its interest deductions in the United States, where the tax
rate is higher, and charges the remaining interest against Canadian earnings. Scenario 2 shows the tax reduction that would result if the merged firm
uses its total projected interest expense to offset Canadian earnings, despite
the fact that the Canadian tax rate is lower.

Other Tax Avoidance Strategies
3G Capital has also employed other strategies to minimize taxes.83 While it
is too early to determine what course of action will be taken at Tim Hortons
(and as 3G Capital has not disclosed any specifics), 3G Capital’s past strategies have led to low effective tax rates at the companies it controls.
For example, Burger King’s effective tax rate is 27.5 percent, lower than
all but one of its U.S. fast food peers and well below the U.S. statutory rate
of 35 percent (see Figure 4).
Similarly, Anheuser-Busch InBev, which is controlled by 3G’s founders,
grew dramatically through acquisitions of other beer manufacturers, while
steadily reducing its effective tax rate and dramatically reducing that of
the companies it has acquired. In 2008, InBev purchased Anheuser-Busch,
which had an effective tax rate between 39 and 40 percent in the prior three
years.85 Following the Anheuser-Busch acquisition, AB InBev’s effective tax
rate fell to 16.3 percent in 2012.86 In 2013, the tax rate fell to an all-time low
of 11.1 percent.87
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Figure 4 Effective Tax Rates of U.S. Fast Food Companies, FY 201384
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Note Starbucks is not included above because it had negative pre-tax earnings in FY 2013, but the company had an effective tax rate of 32.8% in FY 2012.

A Responsible Tax Citizen No More?
While 3G Capital has committed to keep the combined company incorporated in Canada (and thus subject to Canadian taxation) in its submission
under the Investment Canada Act, it has not made any commitments to continue Tim Hortons’ record of paying its fair share of tax. 3G Capital could
address the likely impact to the Canadian tax base by guaranteeing the federal government that it will continue to pay Canadian taxes at least at the
same dollar level it has averaged in recent years.

Impact on Consumers: Worse Products, Higher Prices
Tim Hortons is beloved by Canadian consumers. A substantial percentage
of Canadians rely on Tim Hortons food and coffee each day. Within the Canadian fast food market, Tim Hortons had a 25.3 percent share in 2013, well
ahead of McDonald’s (15.1 percent).88 Yet 3G Capital has not made a single
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commitment related to maintaining or improving product quality and product
development at Tim Hortons — and 3G’s founders’ track record is troubling.

Tampering with Beloved Brands
While 3G’s founders have earned their reputation for cost cutting and financial engineering, they have not always prioritized investing in the brands
they buy,89 instead resorting to higher prices and lower quality to widen
profit margins.90
For example, after the 3G founders oversaw the 2008 takeover of Anheuser-Busch, the new company, Anheuser-Busch InBev, increased prices
in the United States every year between 2009 and 2013.91 The company’s beer
shipments in the United States then declined eight percent from 2008 to 2011,
with Budweiser shipments down even more (13%) over the same period, despite the fact that shipments had been increasing before the takeover.92 The
price increases also led to the U.S. Department of Justice challenge of Anheuser-Busch InBev’s plan to take over Grupo Modelo in 2013, in which the
DOJ asserted that the company’s pricing plan in the United States “reads
like a how-to manual for successful price coordination.”93
At the same time, the 3G founders’ team enacted a number of cost-cutting strategies at InBev and then Anheuser-Busch InBev, including watering down beers and using cheaper ingredients in the brewing process. The
company made news headlines when it reduced the alcohol level of Stella
Artois, Budweiser, and Beck’s brands in England, leading to a decrease in
taxes because alcohol taxes increase with alcohol content. And when new
Budweiser management substituted a cheaper ingredient for a traditional
one, customers claimed it worsened the taste of the beer. “[3G] are hurting
these brands,” said Gerard Rijk, a beverage analyst at ING.94
Employees have come forward to confirm these practices. In 2013, Anheuser-Busch InBev was hit with a multi-state class-action lawsuit based on
claims by former employees at the company’s 13 breweries that the company
was secretly watering down its beer to reduce alcohol content and cut costs.95

No Commitment to Quality
The last time Tim Hortons was taken over by a U.S. fast food company, the
popular Canadian chain started making donuts in a factory and shipping
them frozen to stores instead of making them fresh on site, leading to customer uproar and a lawsuit.96 Despite a track record of focusing on cost-cut-
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ting to the detriment of product investment, 3G Capital has not made a single
commitment to maintain quality standards at Tim Hortons. Because it relies
on products with a loyal following — such as Timbits and its coffee — Tim
Hortons is at risk of alienating its customers should 3G Capital make changes to these products in an attempt to cut costs. 3G Capital could prevent the
merger from having negative consequences on the Tim Hortons customer
experience by offering specific assurances related to pricing and quality as
part of the federal government’s review under the Investment Canada Act.

Global Growth Will Not Bring Economic
Benefits to Canada
Given the likely substantial negative consequences for Canada detailed in
this report, approval of the Burger King-Tim Hortons merger demands a
compelling articulation of the benefits the deal will bring. But the primary
justification for the merger from a Canadian perspective — the global expansion of the Tim Hortons brand — does not offer much to Canadians because
the master franchising model 3G Capital plans to use is unlikely to generate economic activity at home.

Burger King Booms, But Not in United States
Since being bought by 3G Capital in 2010, Burger King has indeed grown
rapidly overseas, adding 1,808 stores in four years outside the U.S. and
Canada.97 The primary reason Burger King has been able to grow so quickly is that has turned over the rights to develop stores in overseas markets to
large, established restaurant operators and other sophisticated investors.
Master franchisees in these deals, sometimes structured as joint ventures,98 are massive foreign companies such as Alsea, the largest restaurant operator in Latin America;99 TAB Gida, a massive Turkish conglomerate
that does everything from running restaurants to banking to constructing
dams;100 and leading European multibrand restaurant operator Groupe Olivier Bertrande.101 Using these large companies as partners means that Burger King can contribute fewer resources to supporting the operation of restaurants under its banner and instead require master franchisees to do the
hard work of “provid[ing] certain support services to franchisees on our behalf.”102 Under a different model, Burger King might provide shared services to its franchisees internationally using its own staff.
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Burger King has also steered clear of the supply chain business, relying on a third-party coop to supply franchisees in the United States103 and
on suppliers chosen by master franchisees overseas. For example, in major markets such as Turkey,104 Central America,105 and Mexico,106 the Burger
King supply chain is in the hands of a master franchisee or otherwise out of
Burger King’s direct control. The master franchising model has meant that
even as Burger King has grown abroad, Burger King has not increased corporate employment in its U.S. home market.

Empty Promises Mark 3G Capital’s Plan for Tim Hortons Abroad
3G Capital has stated that it intends to use the master franchising model to
grow Tim Hortons’ presence abroad. In the companies’ August 26 investor presentation about the merger, Burger King CEO and 3G partner Daniel Schwartz stated, “[O]ne of the key value drivers of this transaction is
the potential to significantly accelerate Tim Hortons untapped international growth potential, like we did at Burger King.” He added, “By leveraging
our master franchise joint venture model, our network of global partners
and the vast experience of our global management — global development
team members, we see no reason why we can’t bring the Double Double to
the rest of the world.”107
Given the experience at Burger King, the master franchising approach is
unlikely to increase economic activity in Canada. Yet 3G Capital has offered
empty commitments that misleadingly promise “significant” and “meaningful” opportunities for Canadians. 3G Capital specifically promised that
it will require the new company “to be a significant supplier of shared services to its subsidiaries globally” and that “global shared services will include a meaningful number of the Company’s employees.”108 Yet the purpose
of using the master franchise model and relying on large foreign partners is
that they have the capacity to manage their own affairs and do not require
significant shared services from a corporate parent.
Furthermore, if 3G Capital’s commitment is to make Tim Hortons a significant supplier of shared services to its subsidiaries, then it is not much of
a commitment at all. Burger King’s subsidiaries do not operate restaurants
abroad and therefore receive few shared services.
3G Capital has also made no commitments to use Tim Hortons’ existing
distribution and manufacturing infrastructure to serve new restaurants outside of Canada. These business lines have not been discussed as a part of
global growth by the companies. In fact, multiple analysts believe that 3G
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Capital may seek to sell off the distribution and manufacturing businesses
to mimic Burger King’s asset-lite approach.109
As such, there is little evidence to suggest that Canadian workers or businesses will benefit from global expansion of Tim Hortons, if that expansion
happens at all. Foreign partners are likely to buy their own coffee, source
their own food, do their own accounting, and support smaller franchisees
on their own. Under this scenario, new employees at Tim Hortons corporate locations in Canada would not be required to support these new restaurants, even if this expansion proves successful.

Conclusion
The promises 3G Capital has made will do little to limit the potential negative impacts of the deal on Canada. Despite 3G’s promises, there could be:
• Layoffs of hundreds of workers;
• From C$355 to C$667 million in tax loss in the deal’s first five years;
• Higher costs and more risk for small-business franchise owners;
• Worse products and higher prices for consumers;
• Minimal economic benefits to Canada from global growth.
3G Capital has stated that it will agree to make “enhanced and/or additional commitments” of up to C$140 million per year in order to win Industry Canada approval for the takeover. The government must demand a
better deal for Canada if it is to consider approval. Additional conditions
should include an enforceable commitment from 3G Capital to preserve all
Tim Hortons jobs in Canada and to eschew the practices outlined in this report that will harm Tim Hortons employees, small-business people, Canadian taxpayers, and consumers.
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